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Optimal order quamtity urd pricing decisions 
in single-period inventory systems 

L. Hakan Polatoglu* 
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Abstract 

In this paper, we consider sm-&aneous pricing and procurement decisions associated with a one-period pure Inventory 
model under determmistic or probabdistic demand. We investigate the necessar, and sul%rent conchtlons for an (p, Xc) 
type policy to be optnnal for the determination of the procurement quantrty. We also show how the corresponding optimal 
pnce can be obtained. 

1, Introduction and literature review 

In this paper, we study the optimal procurement and pricing decisions in a single-product, one-period 
pure inventory system. We view this mods1 as a building block of the multi-period model and attempt 
to characterize an optimal oule-period inventor v control policy that would apply to the multi-period 
model tender genera! assumptions. 

Most inventory models are constructed under the assumption Ohat the dtAcisions ofthe vendor do not 
4tr:thr dcmrinr: pattern or the prire structure in the market during the planning horizon. This assump- 
ticn is approximated in a perfectly competitive market where there IS no prlcmg decision to make For 
the individual vendor. Under imperfect competition, however, the vendor exercises a degree oFr;ronop- 
c!y pnlvpr iq the market and Faces a downward sloping demand curve. He may set a price foj; L!q product 
but then he faces a demand level, governed by some probabiiiry distribution, the expecr& -&N d 
which is decreasing in price. At the beginning of the period, given the inventory position, his problem 
is to determine the procurement and pricing policies which jointly maxin;ize the expected value of the 
one-period profit. 

A number of special cases of this model have been studied in the iiterature. These differ essentially 
in the way the demand process is represented. In the additive model, X(p) ==&I) +e where X(p) is the 
demand when the price is p, ,@) = E [ X(p) ] and 6 is a random variable with a known distributron and 
E[E] -0. In the multiplirativr model, X(p) =X(p)*e where EIt I= 1. In the riskless model, X(p) ==&I) 
so that the demand is representea by its expected value. This latter case serves both as a first order 
approximation a@ as r benchmark for the ploifabdistic version of the model. Not@ that while thp! 
demand variance is price-independent in the addi:ia e mbdel, in the multiplicative model it is a decrens- 
ing functic+n of price, under the (natural) nasumption that k*(p) is decreasing in price. 

Whirin 1 L ) appears to have been the first to link price theary and inventory control in d c,r&--period 
model. Later, Mills [ 2 I] and Yarfirl *Q Carr [ 3 ] studied the additive model. They derived the neces- 
sag ;clu&iions For optimality and showed, under reasonable as$ulnptions, that the optimal price under 
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uncertainty is less than the optimal riskless price. This conclusion is ~'eversed for the multiplicative 
model [3 ]. Zabel worked on the existence and uniquene,s of the optimal solutions for the multipliea. 
t;ve [4] and additive [5] models. Young [6] also studied similar issues for a unifed demand model 
ila w|fich X(p) is given by a e'~..o.,bination of the additive and multiplicative forms. These studies indi- 
cate that existence could be shown under restrictive assumptions on X(p). Uniqueness, on the other 
hand, requires further restrictions, especially on the distribution ore, 

It has been common practice in demand modelling to express random demand as a combinatio,, of 
expected demand and a random term. The former has some form of price dependency ~%fle the latter 
is price independent. This synthesis has been used traditionally as a convenient tool to isolate the effects 
of uncertainty in the context of the theory ofthefirm. The disadvantage of this representation, howeveL 
is the structural restricuons it brings into the model. For instance, the additive model is restricted by a 
constant ~,anance. Also it allows negativ¢ demands unless the price value,," are restricted. The multipli- 
cat,~c model implies the curious rc.,triction that the demand equals the prod,.:~t ot ~t~ expected ,'alue 
and ~. rando,n term. As a result of this, variance of demand is the square of its expected value times the 
cariance of the random term. Therefore, variance decreases at a rate faster than expected value and it 
approaches to zero at high prices. 

We believe that there is a need to study the model under general demand uncertainty. It is essential 
to reveal the fundamental properties of the model, independent of the demand patter~x Especially, 
uniqueness conditions for optimality must be studied in a more general setting. In what follows, we 
mtrodueo the baste model in Section 2 and develop and analyze it in Section 3. We then link the model 
to earher studies in Section 4 by considering additive and mu!tiplicative demand as special cnses. 

2. Basic model and assumptions 

The vendor ts to make the best procurement and pr :.ing decisions to maximize his profit prior to the 
bcglnmng of the per~ou. Inventory level befo-: .,~caering is t. The amount procured, if any. is q-i .  A 
random dem,md Xoccurs during the period ~,ld at the end &the period the inventory level is reduced 
te q-X. 

In this study, we consider the case where i>~0. For i<0, the one-period problem is initiated with an 
unknown history. That is, the following questions can not be accounted for unless we make assump. 
ttons. (1) What fraction of the backlog do we have to saUsty? (2) At what price should we sell that 
fractson? (3) Do we deduct the backlog from the actual demand or not? 

We assume that inventory costs are proportlona] to the period ending inventory level. We denote the 
unit holding, shortage and procurement costs by h, s and c, respectively. Wc also denote the fixed o~- 
dering cost by .Xr 

In addition, we assltme that the price is bounded from below and above by Pt and P,, respectively, 
which are the price floor and price ceiling in a regulator, environment. We also assume that P,> c so 
that it Is possible to make a profit by retailing. . ,  

In this study, we wc.;k with a finite demand process; that is: 

,vhe~e X~ (p: and Xz(p) are the lower a)ad upper hounds on X, respectively, which are differentiable 
functio,s ofp. We a~e also given the demand distribution F(,c:p) which is defined over x ~ (-oo,oo)  
and p ~ [Pt, P,,]. We shall restrict ourselves or.l~ to the continuous demand case, bearing in mind that 
similar analysis exists otherwise. 

We assume that g(p) is a monotone dew,casing function ofp  on (0,do) ( ifp is confined to [PI, P~], 
then we extend X(p) on (0,P:) and (P,,oo) by appropriate fut~ctlons tc satisfy the requirements with- 
out loss ofgenerahty). Moreover. we reouire that A'(p) is o( t/r~) as p-*0 + and p--.oo. This implies that 
the function p.g(p) star~s at zero, fire increases and eventually dies away. This function, which is 
denoted by R(p), is called the nskless total revenue by Mills [7]. R(p) is a posture valued, finite and 
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differentiable function, which plays an important role in model development. It is shown in the Appen- 
dix that R (p) is pseudoconcave on (0,oo) when R(p) is either a concave or convex decreasing function; 
it is also indicated that R(p) is not pseudoconcave for all monotone decreasing X(p) functions. We 
assume that P,(p) is unimodal; hence, there exists a unique finite price which maximizes R(p). 

3. Mathematical model 

In this section we develop and caalyze the mathematical model under probabilistic demand for the 
determination of the opt~.nlal pric~ and the beglr~_ing inventory level. 

3.10pt imtzat ion  problem 

Considerin$ the represontation introduced i a Section 2, the profit function can be expressed as: 

l l (p,q)  =M(p ,q )  - Y : . d ( q -  i) ( 1 ) 

where 8(. ) is the Heavyside function and 

M e n a ~ _ ~ p ' q - c ' ( q - i ) - s ' ( X - q )  q<~X<~X2(P) 
" " " ~ ' - ( p ' X - c ' ( q - i ) - h ' ( q - X )  X,(p)<~X<,<q (2) 

where X is the rando~n de.~and. We can write the expected profit as: 

11(p,q) ~ :~ [f/(p,q) ] = A:(p,q) - ::.~(q- i) ( 3 ) 

where 

M(p,q)  =EiAl(p ,q)  ] =:  .~(p~, -.c. ( q - t  ~ - L(p.tl) (4) 

The first term in (4) is the riskless total revenue function. The second term is the procurement cost. 
The last term is the e)qJected loss f),'.,,.tlon which is given by 

L(p,q)  = (.~+s). [A~(p) - q ]  + ( : ,+sa-h) 'O(p,q)  (5) 

where O(p,q) is the ~'xpected left~;'ers, i.e. 
q q 

O(p,q)= ~ ( q - r ) ' f ( x ; p ) c L r =  J" F(:~;p)dx (6) 
Aitp~ X~(p) 

We assume that O(p,q) is differentiablc in p for q~ 0 Moreover, we ,~br~rve that O(p,q) sat|sfies 
i, 

O(p,q) >I max{0,q- 37( p ) } (7) 

and it is a convex, nondecreasmg and differentiable function ofq for a given p. 
From (4) and (~) it follows that 

hT/(p,q) =p.  [q -O(p ,q )  ] - c .  ( # - t )  - h . O ( p , q )  - s .  [.Y(p) - (q -~ , (p ,q )  ) ] (3) 

Therefore, hTl(p,q) is the expected net revenue, less the procurement cost, less the expected l;olding 
cost, and less the enpected sho~ ~-~ge cosL At the c.~pense of toes,rig intuition about its terms, we shall 
re!~r to Jt~(p,q) in the scoucl in ~:,c fbll,~wmg form, 

M ( p , q ) = ( p + a -  ~ , ,f-.; ,~(tT) - (p t sq h) .O(p ,q)  ~.c.i (91 

It is clear (hal hTl(p,q) i~ continuous in p on [P:,I~ ] and in q on [0,c~) 
Now, the optimizat|on problem becomes 

/~(p*,q* ) = n~ax{/7(p,q): q~ [ t ,~) ,  p~ [ P., P,, l ~ "| ~) 
Pq  

i 
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whereF* and q* arc the optimal values of the decision variables p and q. For this problem we define the 
suboptim,~i function 

371"(q) =max{~l~[(p,q): p~ [P,,P,]} =3,7(pq,e) ( 1 1 ) 

where pq is the maximizer. Theretore, A~ (q) traces the best price trajectory over the q range. Moreover, 
since ~7(p,q) is c¢~ltinuous in p and q, ~ ( q )  becomes a continuous function ofq. 

In analyzing (10) and ( 11 ), we need to consider first and second degree partial derivatives of AT(p,q) 
with respect to p and q, which are given by 

O!l~(p,q) d•(p) " ' n - )  . O0(p,q) ~p =q-s- ~ -~,~p,q.-Cp+s+h~. @ (12) 

O~M(p,q) d2.Y(p) .. O0(p,q) 020(p,q) 
Op2 --s'--d--~'~--p, -Z'-'-~--p---(p+s+h) Op 2 (13) 

~'~(P'q} = 1 .-l '(q;p)- (p+s+h). OF(q;p) 
apOq op 

0~(p,q) 
Oq - (p+s-c)-  (p+s+h),~(q;p) (14) 

Oq 2 --(p+s-~ h).f(q;p)<~O (15) 

From (15) we conciud¢ *hat Al(n,q) is q-concave on (0,oo L which refers to the newsboy problem set- 
ting. On the o~hcr hand, ( i 2) impltes that pq is independent of the procurement cosL In other words, 
the vendor is to maximize his expected profit given that he start.s the period with q units. The price 
dependence of.~,~(p,q), however, is not clear from ( 12 ) or ( 13 ). 

If p# is independent of q (a bou~dary point solution or a constant), then it follows from (15) that 
~r* (q) is concave at that q. However, ifp#e (P, :~), then it must satisfy the first order condition 

~(P,q):Oplr,=O 

and the second order condition 

02~7(p,q)/Op21.o < 0 

for a given q. Since ~t(p,q) has continuous partial derivatives ~ ~ can perform implicit differentiation 
on the first order condition to obtain 

in which tl~e denominator is always pos~ti~. Dcpendrrg on the value ofpq and the price dependency of 
F( . ;p)  ~anc~.,.on, however, ~ e  m~merator can be po~i~i ve ~r negative Fhus, the si~,n of dpJdq i~ nut 
clear 

Smcc dpq/dq exists, we can write the, first derivative ofA=/* (q) as 

dzlT/*(q) 0At(p. I ) .  OM(p,q) dpq 

If pq~ (PI,P)~ then O~71(p,q)/OPlr~ =0 otherwise dpq/dq=O. There.~ore, m all combinations of right- 
band and left.hand derivatives the second term in (17) vanishes Con~-,¢qt~ently, we get 
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d2171" ( ~ ) 
do --(p ,+s-c)-(pc+s+h).F(q;p#)  (18) 

Furthermore, for pq~ (Pt, P,,), differentiating (18) with respect to q we r~Otain 

d2AT/*(q) dp# rl F¢";" ~]- (p~+¢-I-h)  dF(q;pq) (19) 
dq z - " ~ d q ' t  - ,~vq ,  "-- dq --  

Noting that 

dF( q;p.) ~Fl q; n~) I .dp~ 

we rewrite (19) a'~ 

2 2 d'a*(q) 0 a(p,q) 
= - - - ~ o , ' ~ ,  dq] - (pq+~+k).f(q;pq) (21) dq 2 

The first term in (2 t )  is al.v~:,~, positive and the second is ahvayq negative. However, their r¢iativ~ 
magnitudes are not clear. Thu~, convexity of/1~ ~ q) is not evident from (21). 

3.2. E,~isie~ce problem 

Intultivcly, AT/*(u. ) must have a peak on [0,oo). However, the existence ofthis pont or, ifit  exists, its 
location is not immediately clear. In the following analysis, we shall identify two separate regions of q 
m which 217/* (q) is monotone, then we shall prove the existence of its peak. 

Lr.mma 1. Vqe [O,X,(P.)],A~(q) i~a linearinereasmgfunchonofqandpq~-TP, - 

Profd. ¥qE [0,X, (P,) ] we iiave F(q;pq) =(3. Therefole, from t6).  O(pq,q) =0  and from (9) we obtain: 

(q) = m a x ( ( p + s - c ) . q - s . X ~ ( p )  +c.i: pe [Pt,P~, ] } (22) 

-- (P,,+s-c).q-s.g(P,,)+c.~ 

which ts a Enear increasing function of q and pq =P,.  

Lemma 1 indicates that, if we are sure that demand will ex teed on r stock, i.e. if q,< Xt (P,),  then we 
should chmge the customeis ai the highet,t ra~e because we net only reduce shortages in this way but we 
also obtain the maximum unit profit. 

If  X~ (P , )=0 ,  then the reglc~,a indicated in Lemma 1 disappears and we lose the information about 
the slope of M*(q) at q=O. To account for this possibilit), considering (18) and the fact that 
0< F(q:p, t) ~< t we obtain: 

d~r* t o ) 
-- (h+c)  <~--d-~<~ (Po + s - c )  (23 

which gives the lower and upper hr~its of  the rate of change of expected profit with respect *.o the 
beginni,lg inventory level. It is now clear f~*cm (22) and (23) that at q=O, 371"(q) increases at the 
maximum rate of P,, + s -  c. 

., r .~ (P,),c~), ArP(¢) is a linear decrea,,ing functio: ofq and Po is a constant. L e m m ~  '~ Vq~ Lit2 
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Proof, For q> ¥- (e~) we have F(q;p,,)-- I. Therefore, from (6),  ~9(p~,q).=q-Xfrq) and fro,,, ( ~  we 
obtai~ 

f4*( ~) =max{ (p+ h )..,~(p), pe [P.P,,i } -  (c+ h ) .q+c.t  (24) 

-- (l~h +h),.~(ta,,) - (c+h) .q . -e . i  

where P., = mm{max{Ph,P~},P.} and Ph is the maximizer of~he pseudoco~cave function ( p +  h ) -X(p).  
[] 

We now establish the existence of ~, where ~= max ( :.-'P' (q)" qe [ 0,o~) }. 

Theorem I. 3.~c (X, (P.) ,  Vz(P~) ) ~uch that A3* tO) ~< fff* (t~) Vq~ [ 0 , ~ )  

Prool. By Lemma l, it'[*(q) i~ a lir.ea~ i:acreasing fu~,ctlon of  O on [ q , ~ ( / ' , , ) ]  with a ~':ope of 
(P,, + s - c) > 0. By Lemma 2, ~ (q) is a linear decreasing function of  q on [ Xz (P~) ,co ) with a slope of  
.- (c+h) <0.  From (23), ( P . + s - c )  and - (c+h) are the largest and the smallest possible slopes of  
?,3* (q), respectively. The proof follows, r'q, 

Therelore, q must satisfy the filst order optimally conditton on ~7/.(q) which can be obtained from 
(18) as: 

F(q,pq)= pq + s - c  
p,, ÷ s+h (25) 

RHS, the right hand side of  (25), ts a concave 
It fmlows from ( 18 ) that, for those p~ values t~ 
price level less than c -  s. Alternatively, for pq~> c - s ,  R~ 
h~v_* a ~9!ut:"~n for .7 g~ven such ]aHS 

~;on ofp~. It becomes negative forpq<c-s.  
,asing. thus $ can not be realized at any 

.a.~ ~ values between 0 and !, and we always 

3 3 Untmodahty 

U~..modahty of .~t* (q) enables us to identify an (tr,2) type policy which may be employed in deter- 
mmmg tbe opt,real q. Moreover, m the muitiperiod extension of the theo~,, this becomes an essential 
mgredwnt of  the dynamic decision problem. 

h the vendor admini.~ters his profit maximizing price as he starts wSth a stock size of  q, then F(q;p#) 
represents the probabihty that the:~ wlii be no shortage. Note tt,at, F(q;pq) is a function of  q only, 
where F (q;p¢) =- 0 for 0 .~ q <~ X; (P,,) and F(q;pq) = 1 for X2 (Pt ~ ~< q. Therefore, F (q;pq) has to rise from 
0 to 1 between mimmum and maximum poss,,ble dema~d v:.iues. Meanwhile, it is clear from Lemma 1 
and 2 that pq should decrease from P, to P,,. If  these chat, t~es occur monotomcally, then there will be a 
unique fir~,t order q. which satisfies (25)o That Is, if  dF(q;p¢) /dq >t 0 and d p J d q  ~< 0, then from ( 19 ) it 
1o1:o.,~ d-,at - /~ (qI is concave. However, we can sta'e a ~eaker coodition ~y noting that ~t is sufficient 
to have tapJ dq ~ 0 at q= ~, provided that dF ( q;p, )/dq.>. 0 V q. That is, 

dF(q,p i ~0 . . . .  - -  ~<0 ~ Az/*(q) Is umraodal 
dq " dq{o (26) 

Moreover from t 16) and (25) we o~tain 

d ~  .3F(q,p)' h+c 
d,~ ,~(; " -~- -~n- - ,~  ~ > (.~+ ~. ,~/t)2 (27) 
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where/~=p,~ and we can employ (27) in (26). On the other hand, we realize tlaat for unimodality of 
ArP'(q) it is necessary and sufficient to have 

d2.hV/* (q). 
dq 2 ~<0 (28) 

3 4 Optimal solution 

IfA3*(q) is unimodal, then from (10) it follows that q* can be determined by an (a,Z') type policy 
operating on hV/*(q), where Z'=~ and Z'=nfin{q. hV/*(q)=hV/*(~') . .~}. Consequently, the decision 
ruie is q* =Z'ff  <a, otherwise q*f t ,  and 

p*-argma ~ { /l~ ( p,q* ) : p~ [Pt,P,,] } 

4. Special cases 

In this section, first we consider the deterministic demand model (the riskless model introduced by 
Mills [2 ] ) and establish its relation to the probabili~fic model. Then, we .~nalyze the additive and the 
mul~lplieative model~;. We p:,ovide the relatiol~ships lhat exist betwe~,l the optimal prices of these models. 
Finally, under linear egpected demand ( .g(p)= a -b .p ,  ~here a,b> 0 and c < P, < a/b),  we prove the 
unimodaiity of.bY/* (q) for uniformly distributed addit~ ~ e . ~ ~d tbr exponentially distributed multipli- 
cafive e. 

4 I Oete~ mimstw model 

In this part, we use tl'.: -ubscrint "r" to denote the lunction~ and variables of the riskless model. If 
there is no uncertainty ~n demand, then we ha-, c X=.g(p).  Ui~dc, this speclahzation, lefto ~,~ rs are given 
b~ O~(p,q) =max{(J,q-X(p)}, whi~ h ,s a contmuo~,s function. It is, however, non differenti~;ble at the 
trajectory given by q=Y((p). 

In the following discus~on, first we orove that Mr* (q) is ummodal, then we determine the oot~mal 
values of the decisie, n variables, and finai, ly we compare the determimstie and -.:~,t~a~d:ZtlC profit 
functions. 

Theorem 2. M~' (q) is qua~iconcave in q on [0,c~). 

Proof For q~< f ((P,)  we have O, (p,q) =0. Thus, from Lernma I it follows that M~fq) is a hnear increas- 
ing function ofq  and p~=P,,. 

For X(P,, ) <~ q we define ̀ 0 such that 2(,0) = mm~q,X(P:) }. 1 i~erefore, 

Or(p,q) =0 ifP+ <~r<~,0 

or 

Or(p,q)=q-  X(p) lf ,0<~p<~P, 

Under this setting, by Lemma 1 we have 

max{Mr(p,q): Pt <~P~,0} = ~'¢, (P,q) 

Thus, 

g*~(q) = rnax{M~(p,q): p<p<~P,, } 
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where Mr(p,q)= ( r4-h ' ) .X(p)- (c+h) .q+e.hWenote that  (p ~-h).X(p) is increasing on [PuSh] and 
decreasing on [Ph,P,,]. Moreover, q<~,((Ph).~,p>~Ph. 

It follows from the above discussion that 

f(P,,+s-c)'q-s'J~(Pu)+c't q-<.X(Pu) 
g*,(q)=~ (p-c),q+c.i  .~(P, ) -<. q.<..,~(/~j,) (29) 

{.-(c+h)'q+(P~+h).X(PD+c.t X(Ph)<q 
It is proven in the Appendix t#~t ( p - c )  -q is a pseudoconcave function o fq  on (.~(P.), 2((P,) ). Thus, 
the result follows from (29). 

From (29) it is clear that/~,=/~ = min{mar {P,,Pt},P,}, v~ here Pc is the maximizer of the riskless profit 
function(p-c).X(pL ~tnd #~= X( P, ). 

We have ,9(p,q) >/Or(p,q) from (7). Thus. it follows from (9) that ~T[(p.q) <M,(p,q) which i,~,plics 
/7(p,q) ,~r/, (p,q). Also, compa~,,~ ,~*(q) and Mr (q) we conclude that M*(q) remaiaa below the 
quasiconcave function M,* (q) and approaches it at both tails. 

4. 2 Additive mode I 

t.ct G(- ) be the distribution or~, then F(x;p) =G(x-.~(p) ) which im~ties that 

0['(r;p) _ dX(p) . OO(p,q) , d,((p) 
Op ----f(x:p)-~p ano ~ = - F ( q ; p /  ~-~ 

W:th these results, the expressions (12) through (15) could be modified 
Since p is the op~,ma) price at t~, it must satisfy the first order condition 

O#(p,4) . dX(p) 
~ -  , , = 0 - O ( P , , ~ +  (~-c) . -  h-~-pl =o t~o) p ip 

which imphes that p >  c. By adding anti subtracting X~,p), (30) becomes 

dX(p)'~I ~-O(/~,tD-,~(/~)+ X(v)+ (p-c).--d-~-~ =0 f31) 
P l ip 

By defimtion, O(p,q) >~q-X(p). Therefore, ~he expression in :he brackets) which is the derivative of 
~be nskless profit function, evaluated at/~ must be positive. Thus, we conclude that c<~.<.Fc. This result 
was first proven by Mills [ 2 ] for a simple model. K~rl[n and Carr [ 3 ] showed that the same conclusion 
Is true for the model we are studying by a different approach. 

For a linear expected demand model and a uniform e on [ -2,2] we have F(q;p) = (q-a+b.p+,~)/ 
22 and O(o,q) =2.F(q;p) 2 for all qe IX(p) -)., ,f(p) +21. Under this model,/~ and # must satisfy the 
first order conditions simultaneously there, we ignore 1he presence of price bounds since the case &, 
boundary solutions is trivial). These are gzven by 

~+s-c  ~-a+b-/~+2 
~+s+h-  2.2 

,arid 

/l_ (t/- a +b'/)+2) 2 L 
4.), . . . . . .  ~" ( ? ' - " ) = 0  

Solving (32)apd (2?) for ~ we get 
/ 2 

t~+s-c 

(~2~ 

(33) 

(34) 
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Moreover, by substituting (34) in (32) and arranging the terms we obtain 

2. (jj+s+/z)2* (p,.-~)-n.~,, (35) 

which is a polynomial having a local maximum at [2mFc- (kCs)]/3. It foiiows that L& function has 
au least one and at most two positive roots. in addition, one of the roots is always located in the interval 

( [2-P,- (h-t-5) 1/3,P, 1 

Since the third csitical point ~9 make a local minimum duu:l: nkcxiw, we conciud? that M”(q) is 
unimodal. 

Ry definition, F(x;p) = G(x/,i?(p) ), which implies that 

and 

ae(p,q) 
----=-[q~F(q:p!-_B(p,q)J.Il/R(p))~ 

aP 

With these results, the expressions ( 12) through ( 15 ) cou!d be modIf%. 
Evaluatrng ( 12 ) at p,, and arranging *S ms we get 

Since B(p,q)>q-X(p), we have O;p,q)+R(p) -q*F(q;p)&G , I Vu, the fiat and tne third terms in 
(36) are positive. Moreover, we note that q*F(qp) - Q(p,q) 20. Therefore, (36) impliee that 

(37) 

This result YS the same as Karlin ansd Car? ‘s [ 3 ] conclusion, which was proved by & different approach 
than ours. 
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IfX(p) l~ linear and t has an e~poTwntial distribution, then the unimodality condition (28) reduces 
to 

2.p2+ (3.h+4.s-c).p+ 2 (s+h).  ( s - c ) -  (h+c).-~..O (38) 

The minimizer of the quadratic function in (38) is - (3. h + 4. s - c  )/4 which is less than c; hence, it is 
also 1 :ss than P,. It can be shown that if a/b> c, then the value of the quadratic functi3n evaluated at Pc 
is p~..~itive. Since/~> Pc, this result ~rnplies coadition (38). l'herefore, ~¢* (~?) is uni=nodal for the ex- 
ponential multiplicative ¢lema~zd model. Zabel [4 ] arrived at the same conclusion, ~l~c~ some restric- 
tions for the case where s= O. 

5. Conclusions 

There are analytical difficulties in verifying the unimodality of Ar/*(q) in a given problem. These 
arise mainly because pq or ~ can not be explicitly evaluated. One possibility is to make simplifying 
assumptions so that analyhcal difficulties can be overcome. However, there is no majol practical diffi- 
culty in testing these conditions numerically. We refer the reader to [ 8 ] for numerical ~xamples. 

Since pricing decision affects the period ending inventory levet, optimality of (a,2;) type policies for 
the multi-period model does not follow from the analysis of the one-period model. These issues are 
under carrent investigation. 

6. Appendix 

For R(p) =p.~(p)  we have 

R' (p) = X(~J) +p.X (p) 

R" (p) =2.X' (p)+p.X" (p) 
(39) 
(4o) 

Lemma AI. R(p) is not pseudoconcave for all monotone decreasing )((p) functions. 

Proof. If we let X(p) =600.e -° ,5 , +  1.5.Sin(2.~r.p), which is a monotone decreasing function ofp on 
(0,8 }, then Rip) is not a pseudoeoncave function on (0,8). [] 

Lemma A2. If X(p) is a convex decreasing function, then R (p) is pseudoconcave on (0,oo). 

Proof. Since .~(p) is a convex decreasing function, Vp,p, v (0,oo) we have 

X(p, ) -X(p )  >i (p, - p ) .X '  (Pro) (41) 

By definition, R (p) will be pseudoconcave at p, ~ (0,oo) if it is different~ablc at p~ and 

R' (Pt)" (P-Pt) <~0 ~ R(p) <~R(pl ), Vp¢ (0,or) (42) 

Using (39) and (41) in (42) and arranging terms we get 

R' (p,). (p-p , )  ~<0 = Rip) + (p -~ , ) .  [X(p, ) -X(p)  ] ~R(p, ) -, Rip) ~R(p,)  

Since p~ was arbitrary the proof is valid for all p, ¢ (0,oo). [] 

Theorem AI. tfX(p) is a convex or concave decreabing function, then R (p) is pseudoco~,;ave on (0,oo). 
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Proof. IfX(p) is concave, then from (4C~j it follows that R(p) is concave on (0,0o). Also by Lemma 
A2, R (p) is psevdoconcave on (0,0v) for a convex decreasing function. [] 

Corollary AI. The function T(p) = (p+a).X(p) is pseudoconcave on (0,oo), where a¢ .~. 

Proof. Making a coordinate change by P2,-P+a and introducing the function Y(P2)---.¢(P2-a) we 
obtain T(p) ~- (~ ~-a) ..,~(p) =P2" Y(P2). By Theorem AI, P2" 'Y(P2) is pseudoconcave on (a,oo) which 
implies that T(p), being a translation of p2" Y(P2), is pseudoconcave on (0,or). [] 

Corollary A2. (p-c).q is a pseudoconcave function ofq on (?~(Pu), X(Pt) ), where q=.~(p). 

Proof. X(p) is a decreasing function ofp. Therefore, its inverse, X-'(q), is decreasing on (A'(Pu), 
X(P:)). By Theolem AI, q..~-i(q) is pseudoconcave on (~(Pu), ,~(Pi)). Thus, 
q.X-I(q) -c.q= (p-c)'q is also pseudoconcave on (~'(Pu), .~(Pi) ). [] 
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